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Agenda



Backdrop
‘Businesses in the building sector 

to commit to radical collaboration across 

the value chain in order to develop, promote 

and adopt sustainable building practices 

that achieve the reduction of embodied 

carbon in buildings at scale and without 

delay’



What is net zero carbon?
‘net zero carbon’ ‘any 

emissions would be balanced by schemes to offset an equivalent amount of 

greenhouse gases from the atmosphere’

‘net zero’ 2050

new 2030

new and existing 2050



NZC and collaboration

life cycle approach

early stages of planning and building design’ 

radical collaboration across the value 

chain 

at 

scale and without delay’

close collaboration within the supply chain 

’
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https://www.ukgbc.org/ukgbc-work/net-zero-carbon-buildings-a-framework-definition/


Net zero collaboration



Can’t we just instruct NZ compliance?
 ‘Climate Contract Playbook’ ‘Chancery Lane Project’  

‘Energy Efficiency 

and Environmental Obligations’, ‘Green Project Modifications’ ‘Green Design 

and Construction Standards’ 

´Carbon Budget´ 

NEC Option X29’  ‘Climate Change Requirements’ 

Scope’ Performance Table’
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Focus



Procurement strategies – improve sustainability



Benefits of collaborative procurement



What is strategic Net Zero procurement?

➢Collaborative strategies intentions

➢Collaborative procurement

information

➢Collaborative contracts integration 

➢Collaborative management  incentivisation 





Procurement process – improve sustainability  



supply chain collaboration support efforts to 

tackle climate change 



Create collaborative culture



Create collaborative culture



Create added value



Create added value



In summary



Thank you
Darya Bahram

darya.bahram@kcl.ac.uk

mailto:darya.bahram@kcl.ac.uk
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